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Skill Game Descriptions
(These items may be used indoors or outdoors)
Baseball: Throw the baseball and try to make it into the catcher's mitt to win. Includes (6) mini baseballs.
Basketball: Shoot the ball and try to make it into the basketball hoop to win. Includes (6) ping pong balls.
Bull Rope-n: Toss the rope in an attempt to lasso the bull. Includes (3) ropes.
Can Smash: Toss a bean bag and knock the pyramid of (6) cans off the platform to win. Includes (6) bean bags.
Color Wheel: Spin the wheel and try for the space with pre-selected winning color. Includes color strip board.
Colors: Toss the balls onto the colored dots. Match two colors and win. Includes (2) wiffle balls.
Crazy Dots: Toss the balls onto the colored dots and win. One colored dot wins. Includes (3) wiffle balls.
Earthworms: Toss the rings onto the Earthworm pins sticking out from the “ground” and win. Includes approximately 2 dozen rings.
Feed-N-Time: Toss the bean bags in an effort to feed the pigs by landing the bean bags inside the corn feed box. Includes (6) bean
bags.
Fish Bowl: Toss the ping pong ball and attempt to make it into one of the (9) fish bowls on the board. Includes approximately 1 dozen
ping pong balls.
Football: Throw the football and try to get it into the receiver’s “hands” to win. Includes (6) mini footballs.
Hit The Bucket: Toss the ball and try to get it into the bucket to win. Includes (3) wiffle balls.
Horse Shoes: Toss the horse shoes and try to ring the pegs. Includes (3) plastic horse shoes.
Lucky Sucker: Take a sucker from the board. Find one of the “lucky” pre-marked suckers and win. *(Suckers are not included)*
Numbers:

Under 7 and over 11. Toss the balls and add up the numbers to win. Includes (3) wiffle balls.

Plinko: Drop quarters or washers down through the pins into the colored slots. Winners can hit the same color twice or hit a pre-selected
color once. Includes (12) washers.
Potty Toss: Toss the balls into the potty and win. Includes (3) wiffle balls.
Pumpkin: Throw the bean bags and knock down the pumpkins. Includes (6) bean bags.
Putt-n-Win: Can you get a hole-in one? If so, you win! Includes (1) mini putter and (2) golf balls.
Quarter Pitch: Toss a quarter or washer onto the plate and win. Includes (12) washers.
Ring Toss: Toss the rings onto the pins on the playing board and win. Includes approximately 2 dozen rings.
Stand Up The Bottle: Use the pole to guide the ring around the neck of the laid-down bottle to stand it up.
Tic Tac Toe: Throw the balls and line them in a row to win either vertically, horizontally or diagonally. Includes (3) wiffle balls.
Troll Toss: Throw the bean bags and knock down the trolls. Includes (6) bean bags.
Wreck-n-Ball: Swing the wrecking ball and try to knock the entire wall off the pedestal. Includes (6) large dice.

